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At the same time, Wang Huacheng was also completely furious: “What are you all
doing? Rush in and take him.” He saw that the soldiers were blocked from the outside
and could never rush past.
When the voice fell, a soldier had a complicated face and said gloomily: “General, these
tables, chairs and stools are a bit weird, we simply can’t rush over.” The
voice fell, and the other soldiers nodded in agreement.
Hearing these words, Wang Huacheng was completely furious, but there was nothing
he could do.
Haha…
Seeing that the other party had nothing to do, Yue Feng couldn’t help but smile. Then
he entered the room and said to Feixue: “Men and women can’t get married, but now
the situation is special, please don’t take it offense.
” Points, ready to help Feixue expel the poison from the body.
“You…”
Feixue’s delicate face instantly became vigilant, and she shrank back: “What are you
going to do?”
Seeing her actions, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and crying: “Help you detoxify, you
thought I was going to do it. What?” This woman is too sensitive, what am I really going
to do to you, why wait until now?
Swish!
Hearing this, Feixue blushed slightly, knowing that she had misunderstood, but she still
said stubbornly: “I…I don’t need your help.” The origin of this person is unknown, who
knows if he is really helping.
Yue Feng was very helpless when his kindness was rejected.
At this moment, Ying Kuang looked at the situation outside and determined that the
soldiers could not rush in, so he asked Yue Feng curiously: “Yue Feng, you… what are
you deploying with these tables, chairs and stools? Famous? Formation?”
Speaking of which, the formation technique of Tianxin Continent has also been
developed for thousands of years. Ying Kuang often reads some formation secrets in

the library of the imperial palace, and has a good understanding of the formation
technique.
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It’s just that the formations that Ying Kuang understands are generally relatively large in
scale, and at least need the close cooperation of hundreds of people, or even
thousands of people, in order to exert their power. In front of him, this is the first time I
have encountered a small formation like Yue Feng, who can use whatever is around
him to attack the enemy.
Um!
At this moment, Yue Feng nodded and praised Ying Kuang: “You have some
knowledge, yes, this is called the Four Elephants Array. It looks simple, but it also has
eighteen changes.” The
Four Elephants Array?
Hearing this, Ying Kuang frowned. This kind of formation seems to have never been
heard before.
Thinking to himself, Ying Kuang looked at Yue Feng in a complicated way and became
more curious about him.
Outside at this time.
Wang Huacheng kept ordering the soldiers to charge in an attempt to break the Four
Elephants Array, but after several attempts, they were unsuccessful.
For a time, Wang Huacheng’s eyes were blood red, and he was completely furious. He
shouted wildly, “Go, get some jars of kerosene and pour it on me.” At this time, Wang
Huacheng was almost crazy.
Since they cannot be captured alive, they will all be burned to death.
Hearing the order, several soldiers responded, and after a while, they came over with
kerosene, and under Wang Huacheng’s command, they poured the kerosene into the
Four Elephants Array.
In the next second, Wang Huacheng was burning a torch, his face full of grimness, and
shouted at Yue Feng: “Do you really think this general can’t do anything to you? Go
against me, and the end is death.” The
last word fell, Wang Huacheng Throw out torches.

wow.
In an instant, flames filled the four-image formation, billowing thick smoke, and also
drifted toward the room.
Seeing this scene, Ying Kuang was shocked and couldn’t help saying: “Oh, they set
fire.” At the same time of panic, Ying Kuang was also furious.
This Wang Huacheng is really daring, not only betrayed the court, secretly colluded with
Ji Beiye, and now wants to burn me to death… It is an
unforgivable sin.
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and his face became solemn: “This Wang Huacheng is
really crazy.” After speaking, he smashed the back window with a palm, and then
rushed out with Feixue in his arms.
At the same time, Yue Feng did not forget to shout at Ying Kuang: “Come out.”
Ying Kuang responded and followed closely.
“You…”
Suddenly being held in Yue Feng’s arms, Feixue was shy and angry, her delicate face
flushed red, and she said weakly: “Let me go.”
“Let go of you?” Yue Feng smiled Fei said with a smile: “The house is about to burn, do
you want to be burned to death?”
Just as he was talking, he heard Wang Huacheng’s shouts from the crowd behind him.
“General, they ran away from the back window.”
“What are you still doing? Chase, block the entire Xuangu Pass, and never let them run
away.”
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In the shouting, Wang Huacheng took the soldiers guarding the gate and quickly chased
after him.
At the same time, more closing soldiers also gathered from all directions.

Facing this situation, Feixue no longer struggled. Although it was awkward to be held by
Yue Feng, if it fell into Wang Huacheng’s hands, the consequences would be even
more disastrous.
“Go to the east gate!”
At this time, Feixue said softly: “As long as we rush out of the east gate, we will leave
Xuangu Pass, and further east is Qizhou under the jurisdiction of King Shaoyang.”
Hmm!
Yue Feng responded, quickened his pace, and rushed towards the east gate. At the
same time, don’t forget to say hello to Ying Kuang and quickly follow.
It’s just that Yue Feng’s speed was too fast, Ying Kuang was only an eight- or nineyear-old child, so he couldn’t keep up.
What the hell!
At this time, Yue Feng had already arrived at the east gate with Feixue in his arms.
Hearing the movement behind him, he quickly looked back and saw Ying Kuang fell to
the ground, the pain that could not be concealed on his small face.
“How are you?” Yue Feng asked loudly, while paying attention to the soldiers rushing
from all directions.
call!
Ying Kuang took a deep breath and looked like an old man: “I’m fine, I just sprained my
foot.”
After saying that, Ying Kuang looked at Wang Huacheng and the others who were
getting closer, with a certain look on his face: “Yue Feng , you take her away first, don’t
worry about me, Wang Huacheng doesn’t dare to do anything to me.”
Although Ying Kuang was young, as a young emperor, he was used to seeing power
struggles and knew the sinister nature of human nature.
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At this time, Ying Kuang knew in his heart that Wang Huacheng had no choice but to
set fire to it. Now that he had the opportunity to capture him alive, he would not dare to
do anything to him. After all, he was a young emperor, and Wang Huacheng had to rely
on him to ask Ji Beiye for credit.

But Yue Feng and Feixue had no value to Wang Huacheng. Once caught, they would
definitely die.
This stupid boy.
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s heart was complicated, and he was inexplicably moved.
Immediately, Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, he quickly put down the flying
snow, and then rushed towards Ying Kuang. When he got to the front, Yue Feng directly
carried Ying Kuang on his back and quickly joined Feixue.
Yue Feng’s speed was very fast, but after a moment’s delay, Wang Huacheng had
already led his subordinates to surround the entire east gate.
“Haha!”
At this moment, Wang Huacheng’s face was ferocious, his eyes were like a hungry wolf,
and he locked on Yue Feng: “Run? Don’t even look at where this place is, can you run
out of my palm?
” , this general left you with a whole corpse.”
Phew!
Yue Feng took a deep breath, put down Ying Kuang, and then took a step forward,
blocking Ying Kuang and Feixue behind him.
The next second, Yue Feng looked at Wang Huacheng quietly: “I’ve seen little people
like you a lot. Today I’m going to take the two of them away. I’m afraid you can’t stop
them.
” All over the place, no doubt about it.
Crazy tone.
Hearing this, Wang Huacheng’s face sank instantly. He was furious at the time, and
pointed at Yue Feng and shouted, “Take it down, take this person down, and behead
him on the spot…” In the
last sentence, Wang Huacheng almost said growl out.
In the entire Guangu Pass, even one person can’t subdue it, so where will you put your
face in the future?
Wow…

Hearing the order, the guard soldiers who were present rushed towards Yue Feng,
waving their long knives.
Faced with this situation, Yue Feng did not panic at all, and slowly raised his hands.
“Big Sky Breaking Technique!” The
cold four words came out from Yue Feng’s mouth. The moment the last word fell, it was
a quiet night sky, and suddenly dark clouds covered it. Then, a terrifying power storm
condensed and directed towards the presence of The guard soldiers swept away.
It ‘s amazing…
Seeing this scene, Ying Kuang opened his mouth wide and was shocked.
At the same time, Feixue trembled as she looked at Yue Feng closely, her eyes filled
with incredulity.
What kind of magic is this? There is such a power…
what….
Faced with the power of the power storm, many soldiers guarding the gate changed
their faces greatly. At that time, they wanted to retreat, but it was too late.
“Ah!” In the
blink of an eye, more than a hundred soldiers guarding the gate were instantly
enveloped by the storm, screaming incessantly, and fell into a pool of blood one by one.
Seeing this situation, whether it was Wang Huacheng or the remaining soldiers, they
couldn’t help gasping for air, looking at Yue Feng with fear.
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Who is this person?
The strength is also terrible.
Especially Wang Huacheng, who was staring at Yue Feng, was shocked, and his mind
was turning fast.
This man named Yue Feng is so powerful.
It’s just… The guards of the palace are familiar with themselves, why can’t I remember
that there is such a person?

At this time, Wang Huacheng subconsciously believed that Yue Feng was the personal
bodyguard in the palace, specializing in protecting the safety of the young emperor, but
he did not know that Yue Feng was not from here.
call!
Just when everyone was shocked, Yue Feng secretly exhaled, and there was a bit of
weakness between his brows.
Just before being teleported to this world, Yue Feng and Haotian fought fiercely, and
their divine power had been exhausted. Although they had cultivated in the room for a
while, it was a drop in the bucket.
At this time, Yue Feng fought against the soldiers of Guan Guguan several times, and
forcibly performed the Great Destruction Technique, and he could no longer hold it.
“Haha…” Wang Huacheng’s eyes were sharp. At this
time, he noticed Yue Feng’s weakness. He laughed and shouted, “He can’t do it
anymore. Let’s go together.”
Renewed his morale, he rushed up howling.
Seeing this, Ying Kuang and Feixue couldn’t help sweating for Yue Feng.
Ha ha!
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Yue Feng also smiled bitterly, then cheered up and rushed directly into the enemy
group to fight.
To be honest, although Yue Feng is extremely weak at this time, it is not difficult to
escape, but he cannot do it without Ying Kuang and Feixue.
Bang bang bang…
In the fierce battle, Yue Feng was like a tiger going down the mountain. It’s just that Yue
Feng’s speed is getting slower and slower as his physical strength is exhausted.
Stab it!
Finally, a soldier found an opportunity, detoured behind Yue Feng, and slashed the
back of Yue Feng with a long knife. In an instant, the blood donation was sprayed out.

Immediately afterwards, two more soldiers held a long burr on Yue Feng’s body. Yue
Feng’s body trembled, blood dripping from his body. At this time, he finally couldn’t hold
it any longer. He staggered and leaned against the city wall.
However, Yue Feng did not despair, but showed a smile.
Seeing this scene, Ying Kuang and Feixue were worried.
Especially Ying Kuang, his eyes instantly turned red, and he said to Yue Feng, “How
are you?” Although he didn’t know much about Yue Feng, he was escorted by him all
the way before, and he had some friendship. At this time, he was so seriously injured. ,
Ying Kuang felt very uncomfortable.
“It’s okay!”
Yue Feng shook his head and smiled at Ying Kuang: “For me, this is just a small scene.
I have survived even more difficult situations.” After speaking
, Yue Feng stood up slowly . His body, looking around the audience: “If you are not
afraid of death, just come up.”
At this time, Yue Feng was covered in blood, but he still had a strong aura.
This…
At this moment, I felt Yue Feng’s powerful aura, and the surrounding soldiers who
guarded the gate all looked at each other in dismay, and they couldn’t hide the fear on
their faces.
Injured so badly, he still can’t stand up.
Is that human being?
“hey-hey!”
At this moment, Wang Huacheng grinned and pulled out his long sword: “It’s pretty
strong, I see how much blood you have left to shed, come on, he’s dying, let’s go
together.” The
voice fell, and Wang Huacheng took the lead . rush.
Speaking of which, Wang Huacheng didn’t want to do it himself, but he didn’t want to
waste time at this time.
Seeing Wang Huacheng go out, the surrounding guards quickly reacted and let out a
howl, followed by swarming towards Yue Feng.

Mad!
Seeing Wang Huacheng and the others rushing up, Yue Feng couldn’t help but curse.
Today, the tiger fell and Pingyang was bullied by the dog.
At the same time, Ying Kuang and Feixue were also anxious. They wanted to come
over to help, but one of them had sprained their foot, and the other had not been rid of
the poison in their body, so they were completely powerless.
hum!
Just at this critical moment, a powerful breath came from the sky not far away, and then,
a figure flew quickly.
Dressed in black clothes and black hat, his eyes are sharp, and his body is filled with a
powerful aura that cannot be underestimated.
It is the suzerain of Li Tiandao, Gu Qianqiu.
At that time, Feixue learned of Ying Kuang’s whereabouts, and when he came to
Xuangu Pass, he passed the news to Li Tiandao, so after Qianqiu learned the news, he
rushed over immediately.
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“Sect Master!”
Seeing Gu Qianqiu, Feixue was very happy and couldn’t help shouting.
Ying Kuang is complicated.
Yue Feng frowned, looking at Gu Qianqiu who came quickly, and muttered in his heart.
This man is not weak.
metropolitan?
As for Wang Huacheng, and the surrounding soldiers, their expressions changed
drastically.
Especially Wang Huacheng, his eyes were fixed on Gu Qianqiu, his face couldn’t hide
his nervousness, bad, the other party came to help.
Whoosh!

At this moment, Gu Qianqiu landed on the field, noticed Feixue’s situation, and frowned:
“Feixue, what’s wrong with you?”
“I’m fine.” Feixue’s delicate face showed a bit of shame: ” I accidentally got poisoned,
Sect Master, Wang Huacheng, the guardian of Xuangu Pass, has secretly joined Ji
Beiye, and he wants to catch the young emperor.”
Hearing this, Gu Qianqiu nodded silently, looking at Wang Huacheng indifferently.
Huacheng: “It is rumored that Xuanguguan’s general is a villain who is not firm in his
position. Now it seems that what he said is true.”
Shuh!
Being commented like this in public, Wang Huacheng’s face was instantly ugly, and he
said angrily: “Who are you?”
Gu Qianqiu ignored him, his eyes slowly looked at Ying Kuang, with a smile, and politely
said: “Your Majesty, don’t be nervous, more Don’t worry, I’m Gu Qianqiu, who is away
from Heaven, and no one will hurt you with me.” The
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voice was not loud, but there was no doubt.
What?
Hearing this, Wang Huacheng was very angry. At this time, he was shocked and almost
cried out: “You…you are Gu Qianqiu from Heaven?”
When he shouted the last sentence, Wang Huacheng made a sound trembling.
Li Tiandao’s influence in the entire Tianxin Continent, needless to say, and Sect Master
Gu Qianqiu is even more legendary, Shenlong sees the beginning but not the end, and
there are rumors that he has broken through the realm of hearing Dao, and his strength
is unfathomable.
Wang Huacheng’s impression of Gu Qianqiu has always been in the rumors, but he
never thought that he would meet a real person today.
At the same time, the surrounding soldiers who guarded the gate were also shocked,
looking at Gu Qianqiu one by one, their eyes could not hide the fear.
What the hell!
Yue Feng was also stunned.

However, Yue Feng is not surprised by Gu Qianqiu’s identity, but wins Kuang.
At this moment, Yue Feng tilted his head to look at Ying Kuang, only to feel his mind
buzzing, almost blank.
What did Gu Qianqiu call him just now?
His Majesty?
This… this kid, isn’t he a little prince? How did you become your majesty?
Soon, Yue Feng regained his senses, looked at Ying Kuang and couldn’t help but said,
“You….you in the end…”
Before Yue Feng could finish his question, Ying Kuang took a deep breath and
interrupted: ” Yes, my name is not Yin Kuang, I am the emperor of the Dayan Dynasty,
my real name is Ying Kuang, I had to hide my identity from you in order to protect
myself.”
So it was.
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned.
At this time, Ying Kuang looked at Gu Qianqiu complicatedly: “You are the suzerain of Li
Tiandao, I am the emperor, we have different positions, why do you want to help me?”
Ha ha!
Gu Qianqiu smiled slightly: “Ji Beiye provoked a war, causing life to be devastated and
people displaced. I will help you. Naturally, it is in line with the way of heaven.”
Ying Kuang nodded, neither humble nor arrogant: “Thank you very much.”
Seeing him at a young age, he actually With such a bearing, Gu Qianqiu also secretly
applauded, and continued: “Your Majesty, I will protect your safety until you meet King
Shaoyang.”
If someone else can escort Gu Qianqiu in person, he will definitely be flattered.
However, Ying Kuang was not an ordinary person. He was not very happy at the time,
but glanced at Yue Feng and said, “Don’t bother the Sect Master, let him escort me to
see the King of Shaoyang.”
At this time, in Ying Kuang’s heart, I thought that Yue Feng was someone who left the
way of heaven.

he?
At this moment, Gu Qianqiu was stunned, and then looked at Yue Feng strangely: “Who
is this?”
“Isn’t he sent by you to protect me?” Ying Kuang was stunned for a while, and said
subconsciously.
Gu Qianqiu shook his head: “He is not someone who is away from us.”
What?
Hearing this, Ying Kuang was stunned.
Seeing this, Yue Feng scratched his head and smiled awkwardly at Ying Kuang: “I said
before, just passing by, you and the old man surnamed Qu, if you insist on thinking that
I am a person from the Tao of Heaven, I have no choice but to be wrong. “
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Seeing Yue Feng say this, Ying Kuang’s eyes flickered, and finally he said lightly: “It
turned out to be a misunderstanding.”
When he said this, Ying Kuang was secretly relieved.
This Yue Feng is not far from heaven, and he doesn’t have so many worries.
Mad!
Seeing Yue Feng and Gu Qianqiu talking like no one else around, Wang Huacheng felt
that he had received a great humiliation, and couldn’t help but scolded secretly, then he
summoned his courage and shouted at Gu Qianqiu: “Gu Qianqiu, don’t think that you
are Li Tiandao Sect Master, I will be afraid of you.”
“This is Xuanguguan, not your Litiandao main altar.”
Hehe…
Hearing this, Gu Qianqiu chuckled lightly, his face showing a bit of arrogance And
contempt: “Really? I want to take His Majesty away, but you can’t seem to stop it.”
Om!
The voice fell, and a powerful breath burst out from Gu Qianqiu’s body, and suddenly,
the surrounding air was violently distorted.

Feeling this powerful aura, Wang Huacheng’s expression changed, and he wanted to
refute, but he couldn’t say a word.
At the same time, the surrounding soldiers guarding the gate also held their breaths, not
daring to take a breath.
boom!
However, at this moment, a loud noise suddenly came from the gate of Xuanguguan in
the southwest.
Hearing this loud noise, everyone present jumped in their hearts.
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Afterwards, a guard guard quickly ran over and shouted at Wang Huacheng: “General,
General Ji, here comes the army of Zhenguan.”
Da Da Da Da…
As soon as the voice fell, I heard the sound of horses’ hoofs coming from the street
behind. At that time, Wang Huacheng quickly turned around and saw that Ji Beiye led
hundreds of thousands of troops from the township, coming in a mighty manner.
“Haha…”
After being stunned for a while, Wang Huacheng couldn’t help laughing, and looked at
Gu Qianqiu very proudly and said: “Gu Qianqiu, I know that you are very strong, and
you have to deal with my thousands of defenders. More than enough.”
“However, no matter how strong you are, facing the army of hundreds of thousands of
generals, I’m afraid you will still be powerless.”
As he spoke, Wang Huacheng swept away the previous apprehension, and couldn’t
hide the pride and excitement on his face.
Ji Beiye’s arrival was really timely.
call!
Gu Qianqiu breathed a sigh of relief and did not respond, but his face became solemn.
Because Wang Huacheng said it well, it was very easy to take Ying Kuang and leave
from the siege of thousands of soldiers guarding the gate, but if the other party were
replaced by Ji Beiye’s hundreds of thousands of Guan Guan troops, it would be difficult
to say.

After all, Ji Beiye’s army has been guarding the border for decades, and its strength is
very strong. It is not comparable to the defenders of Xuangu Pass.
But Gu Qianqiu did not panic at all. After thinking about it in his heart, he said to Yue
Feng: “Brother, please take Feixue away first, and I will take your majesty to break it.”
“After leaving Xuangu Pass, let’s think about it again. Ways to converge.”
Speaking of which, Gu Qianqiu acted cautiously, if it is normal, it is impossible to hand
over Feixue’s safety to Yue Feng, but the situation is special, and there is really no
better way.
Yue Feng nodded and agreed without hesitation: “Okay!”
After saying that, Yue Feng quickly raised his hand and tapped several acupuncture
points on his body to stop the bleeding from the wound, and then walked to Feixue:
“Can you still go?”
Hmm!
Feixue nodded, and with the help of Yue Feng, slowly stood up, passed through the
East Gate Tower, and rushed towards the distance.
Speaking of which, Feixue didn’t want to go with Yue Feng, but the Sect Master had
already spoken, and there was no chance to refuse.
Mad!
Seeing this scene, Wang Huacheng was furious and shouted: “Stop them for me.”
After hearing the order, dozens of soldiers guarding the gate rushed to intercept Yue
Feng and Feixue, but they didn’t rush out a few steps. Seeing Gu Qianqiu snorted
coldly, he raised his hand and slapped it.
hum!
In an instant, a terrifying palm force erupted, and dozens of soldiers were shaken back
before they could react.
Afterwards, Gu Qianqiu looked at Wang Huacheng with contempt: “With me here today,
you can’t catch anyone. You don’t have to waste your energy.” After the voice fell, Gu
Qianqiu took Ying Kuang’s hand, and his strength burst out, in the blink of an eye A few
dozen meters away, the speed is unbelievable.
When Wang Huacheng and the surrounding soldiers calmed down, Gu Qianqiu had
already taken Ying Kuang outside the city gate.
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Mad!
Seeing this situation, Wang Huacheng’s face was extremely cold, his heart was burning
with anger, and he almost fainted.
Just a little bit, he could capture the young emperor alive and make great achievements
in front of General Ji Beiye, but who knows, in the end, a Gu Qianqiu will be killed
…
When the time came, Ji Beiye led the army and arrived in a mighty manner.
Feeling the oppressive aura brought by the Zhenbei Army, whether it was Wang
Huacheng or the guard soldiers present, they couldn’t help but take a deep breath.
In the next second, Wang Huacheng reacted, bowed to Ji Beiye, and complimented:
“Wang Huacheng has seen the general.”
Hmm!
Ji Beiye sat on the battle horse and responded lightly, with a proud look on his face.
Ji Beiye has always looked down on Wang Huacheng, a villain who is not firm in his
position. If he needs to catch the little emperor, Ji Beiye will not take a second look at
this kind of person.
At this moment, Xu Bin on the side said with a smile, “General Wang, how did things
go? Has the little emperor caught it?”
Xu Bin’s eyes were full of anticipation when he asked.
At this moment, Ji Beiye’s eyes were also fixed on Wang Huacheng.
Two hours ago, Wang Huacheng was so confident that he thought he could capture and
win Kuang alive, so he specially sent someone to the imperial capital to spread the
news. After Ji Beiye received the news, he did not hesitate for a moment, and
immediately led an army to Xuangu Pass.
This…
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At this time, Wang Huacheng was very entangled. Facing Ji Beiye’s gaze, he lowered
his head and said, “Little… little emperor, was kidnapped.”

When the last word fell, Wang Huacheng was ashamed and didn’t dare to look at Ji
Beiye at all.
What?
Hearing this, both Ji Beiye and Xu Bin’s expressions changed.
Afterwards, Xu Bin took the lead in reacting and quickly asked: “What’s the matter, you
sent someone to send the news, didn’t you say that everything is under control? How
could someone be kidnapped?”
Alas!
Wang Huacheng sighed and said bitterly, “I don’t know how it got like this.” In the next
few minutes, Wang Huacheng explained the situation in detail.
At the end of the story, Wang Huacheng couldn’t hide his anger, and said fiercely: “Ma
De, it’s all the ancient Qianqiu who is far from heaven, otherwise, the little emperor
would have been a prisoner…”
Waste…
Knowing the situation , Ji Beiye’s face was gloomy, and he said coldly: “Dangtang is a
general who guards the customs, but he can’t even do this thing well. With thousands of
people, he can let one person kidnap the emperor.” With
that, Ji Beiye said. He shouted angrily: “Come on, take this waste and hang it on the city
gate to show the public.” His ultimate purpose of recruiting Wang Huacheng was just to
let him help arrest the young emperor. Now that the young emperor escaped from
Xuangu Pass, This Wang Huacheng is useless.
After all, Wang Huacheng was not firm on the ground. If he could betray the court
recently, he could betray himself in the future, and it would be useless to stay under his
command.
Crash….
The last word fell, and dozens of cavalrymen drew their long swords in unison and
quickly surrounded Wang Huacheng.
Seeing this scene, the faces of the concluding soldiers all changed. They never thought
that Ji Beiye would suddenly turn his face. At that time, many soldiers instinctively
wanted to block Wang Huacheng, but they could feel Ji Beiye’s powerful aura. , and
finally held back, not daring to take a step forward at all.
This…

Wang Huacheng was also shocked, and his face was pale at the time. He looked at Ji
Beiye and said in fear: “General, what is this…why? I am trusting in good faith.”
Haha….
Ji Beiye smiled coldly . , looked indifferent: “I can’t do this little thing well, why should I
keep you by my side?” After saying that, he waved his hand impatiently.
Several cavalrymen quickly tied Wang Huacheng to Wuhua, and then dropped him on
the east gate tower.
After disposing of Wang Huacheng, Ji Beiye’s eyes were like electricity, looking around
the audience, and said coldly: “Immediately out of the city to pursue, no matter what the
cost, we must find the whereabouts of the little emperor, and there must be no mistake.”
“Yes, General!”
.…
the other side.
Yue Feng took Feixue and left the east gate of Xuanguguan, followed the mountain
road all the way and continued to the east.
call!
I don’t know how long it took, Yue Feng finally couldn’t help it, took a deep breath and
slowed down, and said to Feixue: “It’s been so long, why hasn’t your Sect Master
caught up yet?”
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While talking, Yue Feng couldn’t help but look behind him, only to see that the mountain
road is long, how can there be Gu Qianqiu and Ying Kuang?
“How do I know?” Fei Xue’s
red lips lightly opened, and she said lightly: “Sect Master’s actions have always been
elusive. Perhaps, he did not bring the Young Emperor to catch up with his deep
meaning.”
She freely followed Gu Qianqiu, in her heart Great respect for her.
Ha ha.

Seeing her attitude, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing: “It seems that you admire your
Sect Master very much.”
“What do you mean?” Feixue frowned.
Yue Feng scratched his head and didn’t answer immediately, but instead asked: “To be
honest, is your suzerain reliable?”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Feixue was very unhappy: “What do you want to say, make it clear.”
“That kid is the emperor.” Yue Feng pondered and analyzed: “The identity is very
difficult, in case you both The suzerain has bad intentions and wants to use the little
emperor, under the banner of expelling the rebels, to give orders to the kings, then in
this entire continent, you will have the final say in leaving the heaven, right?” For some
reason, Yue Feng’s mind was at this moment. In the middle, suddenly flashed the
allusion of ‘holding the emperor to make the world’.
“Presumptuous!”
Seeing him say that, Feixue’s pretty face changed, and she couldn’t help shouting
coquettishly, “Our Sect Master, who is open and upright, can be as sinister and
despicable as you say? You dare to talk nonsense again, be careful if I don’t treat you.
You’re welcome.”
Feixue was very angry at this time, this person’s mind was too dark, the suzerain
thought for the safety of the people in the world, regardless of the danger to rescue the
little emperor, but he thought so badly.
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Uh….
Yue Feng was speechless: “I’m just guessing, why are you so nervous?”
After speaking, Yue Feng looked up and down Feixue: “Also, the poison in your body
has not been completely eliminated, it is best not to rush it. Otherwise, the poison will
spread faster in the body.”
When he spoke, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing, but he just said that the woman’s
reaction was too great.
Feixue snorted coldly, ignoring it.

But she knew in her heart that what Yue Feng said was right at all, the poison in her
body was not eliminated, and if she rashly used her merits, the consequences would be
disastrous.
call!
At this time, Yue Feng took a deep breath and looked around: “Wang Huacheng’s
people should not be able to find this place for the time being. Let’s take a rest first, and
then find a way to meet your Sect Master.” After speaking, Yue Feng
was not far away . Going to a water pool in the place, the grass and trees by the pool
are lush, and it is not easy to be found.
It’s a lot.
Feixue frowned, but still followed.
…
On the other side, the mainland of Kyushu.
Zhu Bajie and Xu Guangyi searched hard for a few days in the jungle deep in the wild
and strange realm, and they slept in the open air.
This made Zhu Bajie very anxious. You must know that half a month has passed since
then. For such a long time, I don’t know what happened to Gonggong and the child.
Feeling that Zhu Bajie’s mood was wrong, Xu Guangyi was also cautious.
At this time, Zhu Bajie and Xu Guangyi came to a swamp area, and they saw that in the
desolate swamp, there were a series of clear huge footprints in the mud extending far
away.
call!
Seeing the huge footprints, Xu Guangyi took a deep breath, suddenly regained his
energy, and said to Zhu Bajie: “Your Excellency, this… This seems to be the footprint of
a black crocodile, looking at the size of the footprints, the strength is not low. , at least in
the Martial Emperor Realm.”
Xuanjia crocodile is a relatively unique spirit beast in the wild and strange realm. It likes
to move in swamps and wet places. Because the scales on its back are as hard as iron,
and its defense is extremely strong, it is called For the Xuanjia crocodile.

The black-armored crocodile is very ferocious, not to mention the loner explorers, even
the mercenary group of a certain scale, dare not provoke the black-armored crocodile
easily.
Xu Guangyi clearly remembered that two years ago, a mercenary group accidentally
broke into the habitat of the black-armored crocodile in the wild and strange realm. As a
result, none of the twenty-member team left alive.
However, when he discovered the whereabouts of the black-armored crocodile, Xu
Guangyi did not panic at all, but was rather excited.
Compared with the Xuanjia crocodile, he was more afraid of Zhu Bajie. At this time, he
just wanted to quickly help him find the spirit beast in the realm of Martial Emperor. After
completing the task, he could ask Zhu Bajie to control it.
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Hmm!
Zhu Bajie nodded, his eyes fixed on the footprints on the muddy ground: “Go, follow and
have a look.” The voice fell, and Zhu Bajie followed the footprints and walked towards
the depths of the swamp.
Xu Guangyi hurriedly responded and followed closely.
“Your Excellency!”
As he walked along the footprints, Xu Guangyi said cautiously, “Wait for you to catch
the black-armored crocodile and get the beast soul. I hope your Excellency will open up
and let me go.”
As he spoke, Xu Guangyi A look of compliment.
In the past few days, under the pressure of Zhu Bajie’s powerful aura, life is simply
worse than death.
“Stop talking nonsense!”
Zhu Bajie was irritated in his heart, and said lightly: “Everything will wait until I get the
beast soul.” Thinking of the previous wolf king who was killed by Xu Guangyi, he
couldn’t express his annoyance.
“That’s nature, that’s nature.” Xu Guangyi nodded again and again.
While speaking, it was too bad for the two to continue to move forward.

After walking for a while, Zhu Bajie and Xu Guangyi arrived at a shallow water bay, and
they saw that the water surface was red and the air was filled with a bloody smell.
Afterwards, the two of them looked towards the waterfront, their expressions changed,
and they were stunned on the spot.
I saw a huge black-armored crocodile lying on the shore, more than ten meters long, the
scales on its back glowed with a crimson luster, and the fangs in its mouth were more
than half a meter long.
Visually, this black-armored crocodile was at least in the middle stage of Emperor Wu.
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However, it was such a powerful being, but at this moment, he lay there quietly,
motionless, his skull shattered, and he was already dead, and beside him, a young and
handsome man was busy peeling the skin and taking the inner elixir.
And beside the man, there is a beautiful and beautiful girl, and at the girl’s feet, there
are two young eagles, jumping up and down.
This man and woman are none other than Yue Wuya and Hai Linger.
The two young eagles are the cubs of the Golden-winged Cangyu Eagle.
Half a month ago, Yue Wuya and Hai Ling’er went to the Rakshasa clan to meet the
queen and investigate Yue Feng’s whereabouts. When the two met Meng Na, Tie
Bowen had just led the army into Kyushu.
From Meng Na’s mouth, Yue Wuya learned that Yue Feng was not in the Rakshasa
tribe, but the situation he encountered was not optimistic.
After learning about the situation, Yue Wuya was very anxious, and was about to rush
back to Kyushu at that time, but she was too weak, so she was persuaded by Meng Na.
After that, under Meng Na’s arrangement, Yue Wuya and Hai Linger temporarily lived in
in the palace.
A few days later, Tie Bowen came back to resume his life, and Yue Wuya was
completely relieved when he learned that his father was all right.
This morning, Yue Wuya’s strength returned to its peak state, so he and Hai Ling’er said
goodbye to Mona and left the palace. In the past two weeks, the two eagles have grown
a lot.
Yue Wuya wanted to exercise Xiaodiao’s hunting ability, and after negotiating with Hai
Linger, he came directly to the Wild and Strange Realm. After all, the Wild and Weird

Realm had a complex environment and numerous spirit beasts, which was an excellent
place for Xiaodiao to practice.
Not long after entering the wild and strange realm, the two eagles, with their natural
acumen, found this black-armored crocodile in the Martial Emperor realm. After a fierce
battle, with the cooperation of the two eagles, Yue Wuya successfully killed the blackarmored crocodile.
Speaking of which, the black-armored crocodile is a terrifying existence for defense to
others. The hard scale armor on its body is difficult for ordinary people to break, but Yue
Wuya has the overlord hammer magic weapon, coupled with the cooperation of the
small eagle, to kill this one. The mysterious crocodile is naturally relaxed.
This…
At this time, seeing the scene in front of him, Zhu Bajie was full of hope, and it was
instantly shattered. At the same time, seeing that it was Yue Wuya, his mood was
indescribably complicated.
Isn’t this the son of Brother Yue Feng? Why is he here?
Xu Guangyi’s attention was deeply attracted by Hai Ling’er.
God..
this is too beautiful, is it a fairy?
Xu Guangyi has been walking around the world for many years, and he is well-informed,
but this is the first time he has seen such an extraordinary beauty, and his eyes are
straight for a while.
It took more than ten seconds for Xu Guangyi to react, and when he saw the body of the
black-armored crocodile, he was instantly furious.
Mad…
The next second, Xu Guangyi glared at Yue Wuya and shouted, “Hey, stop that kid.”
When he spoke, Xu Guangyi was very annoyed.
After finally finding a spirit beast in the realm of Martial Emperor, he was killed by this
kid. Zhu Bajie couldn’t get out of the beast soul without being able to escape.
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Swish!

Hearing the shouting, Yue Wuya and Hai Ling’er were both stunned and turned their
gazes over.
Uncle Zhu?
Seeing Zhu Bajie, Yue Wuya was very surprised.
Just before he could speak, Xu Guangyi continued to shout: “Ma De, do you know how
hard we had to find this black-armored crocodile?” After saying that, Xu Guangyi
became more and more angry, pulled out his long sword, and was about to rush up. .
To be honest, Xu Guangyi is not a reckless person, and he would not make such a rash
move on weekdays. After all, if the opponent can kill the Xuanjia crocodile in the realm
of Martial Emperor, his strength must be extraordinary.
It’s just that Xu Guangyi has been under the pressure of Zhu Bajie for the past few
days, and the whole person is almost crazy, how can he care so much.
“Stop!”
Seeing this, Zhu Bajie frowned and couldn’t help but scolded, and slapped Xu
Guangyi’s face with a slap.
Snapped!
This slap Zhu Bajie didn’t use all his strength, but it made a crisp sound, and when he
saw half of Xu Guangyi’s face, it instantly swelled up.
“Your Excellency!” Xu Guangyi covered his face, and the whole person was a little
confused: “You… why are you hitting me?”
Zhu Bajie said lightly: “What are you going to do?”
“I want to kill this kid and give it to Your Excellency. Get out of your anger.”
Xu Guangyi shouted aggrievedly: “We finally found this black-armored crocodile in the
Martial Emperor realm, but it was killed by this kid. Is this bad breath so bearable?” As
he
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said, Xu Guangyi While looking at Yue Wuya fiercely.
Although Yue Wuya is very famous on the rivers and lakes, he has rarely walked the
rivers and lakes in the past two years, so Xu Guangyi did not recognize him at all.

Hehe…
Hearing this, Zhu Bajie just thought it was ridiculous, and said lightly: “You still want to
teach him a lesson? Do you know who he is? I slapped you to save you, otherwise,
what would you do? The dead don’t know.”
What?
Xu Guangyi froze in place.
Zhu Bajie was too lazy to talk nonsense, and walked straight towards Yue Wuya.
“Uncle Zhu!”
At this moment, Yue Wuya also hurried up to meet her, her face full of joy: “I didn’t
expect to meet you here.” After saying that, she called Hai Linger over to greet him.
Hai Ling’er was graceful, and she shouted with a smile: “Uncle Zhu is good.”
“Good, good!”
Seeing the vibrant and beautiful Hai Linger, Zhu Bajie rarely showed a smile: “I haven’t
seen you for a long time, girl. It’s getting more and more beautiful, I’m afraid the fairies
in the sky will feel ashamed when they see you.”
Hearing the praise, Hai Ling’er was both happy and embarrassed.
This…
Seeing the scene in front of him, Xu Guangyi was dumbfounded, staring blankly at Yue
Wuya, and countless question marks arose in his heart.
Being able to get to know Zhu Bajie so well, he is…
thinking to himself, Xu Guangyi stepped forward with courage and said to Yue Wuya,
“Your Excellency is…” Before
he could finish the question, Yue Wuya faintly Said: “Tianmen, Yue Wuya.”
What?
Hearing this, Xu Guangyi trembled, his legs were weak at that time, and he almost
collapsed on the ground.
Is he Tianmen Yue Wu Ya, Yue Feng’s son?

It’s over, I was so obsessed just now that I actually wanted to take action on him, now
it’s over…
Seeing his complexion, Yue Wuya didn’t pay much attention to it, and said to Zhu Bajie:
“Uncle Zhu, why are you here? “
Hai Ling’er next to her also looked curious.
well!
Zhu Bajie sighed and said bitterly, “This is a long story.” In the next few minutes, Zhu
Bajie explained the situation roughly.
At the end of the story, Zhu Bajie looked at the corpse of the Xuanjia crocodile in front of
him, and said with emotion, “Could this be God’s will? Shouldn’t the children of me and
Gonggong be born?”
It turned out to be the case.
Knowing the situation, Yue Wuya nodded suddenly, and then comforted: “Uncle Zhu,
don’t be upset, this wild and strange area is so big, and there are countless spiritual
beasts. I will help Linger and I to find it later, I believe, I will definitely be able to find it. “
Okay!”
Hearing this, Zhu Bajie felt a little better, nodded and smiled: “Then I will trouble my
nephew.” With the help of Yue Wuya and Hai Ling’er, it will be more effective with less
effort.
With that said, Zhu Bajie glanced coldly at Xu Guangyi: “What are you doing? Hurry up
and clean up the body of this black-armored crocodile, and then continue searching.”
“Yes!”
Xu Guangyi responded, almost as if he wanted to Cry without tears.
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What is this called, I didn’t help Zhu Bajie get the beast soul, and I almost offended
Tianmen.
Soon, after Xu Guangyi dealt with the corpse of the black-armored crocodile, the four
continued to investigate, looking for the whereabouts of the spirit beasts in the Martial
Emperor Realm.

With the addition of Yue Wuya and Hai Ling’er, the effect was much faster. Under the
investigation of the two eagles, two spirit beasts in the Martial Emperor realm were
found in less than half a day.
The subduing of these two spirit beasts was also very smooth, and Zhu Bajie got two
beast souls at once.
With the beast soul, Zhu Bajie was indescribably excited.
Xu Guangyi’s mood was also relieved, and he looked for an opportunity to say: “Your
Excellency, now that the beast soul has been obtained, should I let me go?”
Go?
Zhu Bajie’s face sank, and he said coldly: “Ma De, if you hadn’t wasted my time, I could
have spent so long here? You have to go back to Zhongzhou with me, and I have to
make sure that my wife and children are all right before I can fully forgive me. You.”
Hearing this, Xu Guangyi secretly complained, but did not dare to refute.
Yue Wuya and Hai Ling’er also expressed their intention to go together to see if there is
anything they can help. He immediately packed up and rushed to Zhongzhou with Zhu
Bajie.
After several hours of traveling, Zhu Bajie and the four finally arrived at the villa in
Zhongzhou.
“Wife!”
As soon as he entered the villa compound, Zhu Bajie shouted excitedly: “I’m back, and I
got the beast soul, haha… To make sure, I got two beast souls at once.”
When the words fell, Gonggong had a big belly and slowly walked out of the room on
the second floor. He said angrily, “It took more than half a month to come back. How
dare you take credit?”
At this time, Gonggong was in Shennong’s conditioning. Down, his face improved a
little, but there was still a bit of weakness between his brows.
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Uh…
Facing the accusations from the Gonggong, Zhu Bajie was very helpless, and then
pointed at Xu Guangyi behind him: “Speaking of this, I will be angry, if it weren’t for this
bastard, I would have been back… “

As he said that, he quickly explained the situation again.
In the face of this situation, Xu Guangyi lowered his head and said nothing, feeling
uneasy, not daring to let out the air.
Gonggong didn’t even look at Xu Guangyi, and said angrily: “Okay, don’t use these
reasons to fool me, you always explain, this time you go out, are you provoking trouble
again?”
“No, How is this possible?” Zhu Bajie couldn’t help crying.
No?
Gong Gong’s pretty face froze, pointing at Hai Ling’er behind him: “The eldest lady of
the Nalan family was brought back last time, who is this beauty?”
Gong Gong’s eyes were full of hostility when he spoke.
I go!
Zhu Bajie didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, and quickly explained: “Wife, don’t
misunderstand, Ya’er’s girlfriend, Ya’er is Yue Feng’s son, you shouldn’t know him.” As
he was talking, Shennong heard the movement, Come out from the back room.
“Senior!”
Seeing Shennong, Yue Wuya and Hai Ling’er hurried up to salute.
Shennong smiled and nodded: “You are here too, okay, okay.” After speaking,
Shennong exchanged a few words with Yue Wuya.
Hearing their conversation, Gonggong finally determined that Zhu Bajie didn’t lie, Hai
Linger was really Yue Wuya’s girlfriend, and he didn’t care anymore at that time.
“Old Shennong, hurry up…”
At this moment, Zhu Bajie took out the beast soul and handed it over to Shennong. He
couldn’t wait to urge: “I got two beast souls, you can start quickly. The safety of my wife
and children will be handed over to you.”
Shennong nodded, instructed everyone to wait in the living room, then entered the room
and cast a spell to help Gonggong to relieve the miscarriage.
Soon, half an hour passed.

Shen Nong walked out with a solemn expression.
what’s going on?
Seeing Shennong’s face, Zhu Bajie had a bad premonition, and quickly stood up and
asked, “How is the situation?”
At this moment, Yue Wuya, Hai Ling’er and the others also looked closely at Shennong.
call!
Shen Nong took a deep breath and looked at Zhu Bajie seriously: “You’re not a simple
child. The old man thought that one beast soul was more than enough, but as a result,
the fetus has absorbed two beast souls, which is far from enough…”
What? Are two beast souls not enough?
Hearing this, whether it was Zhu Bajie or Yue Wuya and the others, they were all
stunned in place, unable to recover for a long time.

